
More special -effects and party lights.
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Be the Light of the Party
At RadioShack, you'll find everything you need to put together an impressive exhibit of

special -effect lighting. For parties or shows, it's a perfect way to captivate and entertain

your audience. Check out our website, RadioShack.com, for an even bigger selection!

JEW Galaxy light-a whirling vortex of colors
latch a whirlpool of bright colors twist and unfurl right before your eyes. Features
oth inner and outer multicolored shades. Heat -responsive inner shade rotates when
ght is on. Includes 40 -watt bulb. Convenient in -line on/off switch. AC powe-ed.

x x 13%". 42-3072 19.99
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Wide-angle flashing strobe
Add excitement and a cool, new look to your next
party. Switch on the strobe and watch as friends
"freeze" and move in slow motion. Use alone or
with mirror ball. Variable strobe settings. UL listed
AC. 42-3067 34.99

18" fluorescent blacklight
Set the party atmosphere with our cool fluorescent blacklight and let the effect begin.
Perfect for clubs, parties, the bedroom, or special visual effects, this 18" blacklight makes
colors glow. Includes fixture and tube light, 6' cord and molded plastic chassis.
42-3055 29.99

18" replacement blacklight bulb. 970-0879 13.99

48" fluorescent blacklight. Includes fixture and built-in outlet to plug in other
fixtures and 8' cord. 970-1262 69.99

48" replacement blacklight bulb. 970-0840 39.99
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Mini-strobe/flashlight
A portable version of the popular wide-angle strobe, this
light is perfect for parties, dances, and Ws. Variable flash
rate can make partygoers seem to be moving at different
speeds. UL listed AC.
42-3048 34.99

Rotating party light
Ideal for parties, discos, or just cool and unusual room
decor. Dual revolving reflectors for flashier reflection. Light
comes with red globe and has convenient in -line on/off
switch. UL listed AC. 42-3054 39.99

NEW DJ party fogger with remote
Use the remote for "offstage" control of size and frequency of smoke puffs. Great for theaters,
school plays, clubs and motile DJs. 33 -ft. cord. 700 watts. Produces 3300 cu. ft. of fog per minute.

970-1330* 89.99
1,000 -watt fogger with remote. 5,000 cu. ft. fog/min. 970-1267* 199.99

1 quart fog fluid. 970-1269 10.99

1 gallon fog fluid. 970-1268 29.99

*Fog fIL, d no: inciuded with mach ne

AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radioshack.com, by special
order at our stores


